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A Land of Promise 
By Rabbi Albert Gabbai 

Artifact: 
Torah scroll
Parchment and Ink
Congregation Mikveh Israel, Philadelphia

Located in the Establishing Communities gallery at the beginning of the fourth 
floor.
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At the beginning of the Museum’s exhibition on the fourth floor, we face 
a Torah scroll from Congregation Mikveh Israel in Philadelphia. It looks 
quite old. As a matter of fact, it is so old that it cannot be repaired. Every 
week, the members took it out, read and learned from it. Time and use 
took its toll, and eventually the accumulating  wear made the Torah 
scroll Passul, or unfit to read from. But the power of the words remains. 

In this week’s Torah portion Lech Lecha, there is a charge given by 
God to Abram our forefather (before God changes Abram’s name to 
Abraham while promising to make him a great nation a few chapters 
later in this same portion), to “go forth from your native land and from 
your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of you a 
great nation, and I will bless you; I will make your name great, and you 
shall be a blessing.” [Genesis 12:1-3] 

I can imagine the first Jews who came to this land recalling these verses 
in the original Hebrew, “Lech Lecha … El Ha’arets Asher Er’echa,” as they 
arrived in a land that they did not know. They did not know what this 
promise had in store. Yet they knew that the Almighty was guiding 
them like he did with their ancestors Abraham and Sarah—God did not 
tell them which or what land it would be. As for these Jews coming to 
Colonial America, they were former Conversos—Jews who had publically 
converted to Catholicism from fear of death but had remained secretly 
faithful to their religion. Now coming to a new land they returned 
to their original religion, hoping they would not face the Catholic 
Inquisition or at least less or no official persecution. 

A Land of Promise 

“...imagine the first Jews who came to this 
land recalling these verses in the original 
Hebrew...as they arrived in a land that 
they did not know.”
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They were ready for all eventualities. At that time they did not know that 
they would eventually be active members in the American Revolution, 
nor of their participation in the founding of these United States. They 
were motivated to go forward by the spirit of the Torah. This was the 
indomitable spirit that carried ancestors of the members of Congregation 
Mikveh Israel who lived as secret Jews in Spain or Portugal, it was the spirit 
that would carry future generations of immigrants. In this new land, those 
original newcomers did find a land that upheld its promise. They were 
able to found Congregation Mikveh Israel in the 1740s, gather publically, 
and read from the Torah. 

So, go ahead and gaze at this ancient holy object. But keep in mind that 
it is much more than an artifact. It contains words that have inspired and 
continue to inspire and that provide the spirit for moving forward. 

Rabbi Albert Gabbai is the leader of Congregation Mikveh Israel, known as the “Synagogue of the 
American Revolution.” 
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The National Museum of American Jewish History, on Independence Mall in Philadelphia, 
presents educational programs and experiences that preserve, explore and celebrate the 
history of Jews in America. Its purpose is to connect Jews more closely to their heritage 
and to inspire in people of all backgrounds a greater appreciation for the diversity of the 
American Jewish experience and the freedoms to which Americans aspire.

Clal—The National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership is a think tank, leadership 
training institute, and resource center. Bringing Jewish insights to a wide American 
audience, Clal makes Jewish wisdom an accessible public resource. A leader in religious 
pluralism, Clal builds bridges across communities to encourage diversity and openness. 
Linking Jewish texts and tradition with innovative scholarship, Clal promotes Jewish 
participation in American civic and spiritual life, reinvigorating communities and 
enhancing leadership development. 

Sacred Stories has been made possible through the generous support of  
the Robert Lloyd Corkin Charitable foundation. 

About this partnership:

Both the Jewish People and the United States of America are rooted in a quest 
for greater freedom and human dignity. Inspired by this parallelism, the National 
Museum of American Jewish History is collaborating with Clal—The National 
Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership and its Rabbis Without Borders 
program to launch a new initiative, Sacred Stories: A Living Commentary on the 
Hebrew Bible and American Jewish History. 

Sacred Stories weaves together Judaism’s foundational sacred text, the Torah, 
with one of the most successful expressions of freedom in human history, 
the story of Jewish life in America. Sacred Stories explores our shared values 
by linking these two vital and compelling stories through contemporary 
commentary and 21st century media. 

The Torah is a central feature of Jewish tradition. Used to refer generally to Jewish 
wisdom, it also refers specifically to the 5 Books of Moses which makes up the 
Hebrew Bible. A portion of the Torah text, a Parsha, is read on Shabbat (Sabbath). 
The whole Torah is read sequentially over the course of the year. Shabbat is the 
Jewish day of rest and begins on friday evenings and ends Saturday night. Many 
Jews observe Shabbat to emulate God’s resting on the seventh day of Creation. 
The fourth commandment is to keep Shabbat holy which Jews do with festive 
meals, resting, and learning.


